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“R&R” Leadership: A New Year’s Strategy 
By Amie Gamboian, Executive Leadership Coach 

 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year from all of us at Who You Are! Amidst the intensity of the 
holiday season, I pray you get some great rest and relaxation. I also encourage your commitment 
to our nationally renowned rhythm we call “Reflect and Relaunch”.   
 
Creating margin for reflection and intentionally relaunching is a critical leadership discipline. 
Engaging in this processing space annually is one of the greatest challenges that leaders face, 
and unfortunately, often fail to overcome. Sometimes, demands of the season, complex 
calendars and failure to build in margin simply rob leaders of developing this important rhythm.  
 
Missing this time minimizes healthy perspective gained by capturing the wins, losses and learns 
of 2019. Followers can see and feel this kind of “short-changed” new year approach in energy, 
mindset and actions. Celebrations are lost, vision is limited, learns fail to take root, mistakes get 
re-made.  
 
What your followers actually need is for your leadership to reveal a reflected and relaunched 
presence. Leaders who master this rhythm stay grounded and demonstrate a willingness to 
spend the time and energy doing the internal work to develop better external outcomes. 
Followers see, feel and benefit from the better energy, clarified focus, ongoing development, 
and stronger intention.  
 
Part of reflection is recognizing “moments of celebration” for mastery, accomplished goals, plans 
surrendered in faith, and growth experienced. Even when that moment of celebration is brief, 
you have the opportunity to honor the character, competency, mindset and “finishing” skills 
within you…all are critical components to leadership success.   
 
Certainly, challenges and difficulties you’ve experienced this past year will come to mind during 
reflection. This isn’t a bad thing…being honest and “owning up” to failures is a significant part of 
stewarding the leadership journey well. Failure gifts us with necessary humility, unique truths 
and an opportunity to utilize leadership pain as a catalyst for change.   
 
The learns from 2019 will serve as powerful sharpeners of your leadership as you shift your mind 
to relaunching in 2020. Failure will lose its sting, and losses and learns will ultimately shape 
increased performance and sustainable success.  
 
And what about Change? It really is the true and constant companion to growth – in 2020 and 
well beyond. If there is ANYTHING that growth requires, it’s the willingness to continue changing. 
This requires openness, transparency and authenticity that first must start within ourselves.  
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I encourage you to honor an appointment with yourself before you get too far into 2020. 
Creating this small but intentional window of margin to reflect and relaunch could be one of the 
best leadership decisions and rhythms you embrace.  
 
Want to maximize the strategic Reflect and Relaunch conversation? Do so through a coach-
guided experience here: CLICK HERE. 
 
 

https://www.whoyouarecoaching.com/coach-guided-reflect-and-relaunch

